Above-ground

Automatic Covers

For existing pools or pools under construction

IGLOO II

Igloo II protects beautiful pools
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IGLOO II

5years

With Igloo II, summer lasts longer

Garantee
range

Safety guaranteed
An Igloo II cover, like all Delta covers, is the best available means of preventing accidental falls into a pool.
Igloo II complies with every stipulation of the French standard NF P 90-308 and allows you to enjoy your pool with
complete peace of mind.
With a simple twist of a key and in just a few seconds, your cover closes eﬀortlessly over your pool. Your
pool is secured. Your peace of mind guaranteed.

Beautiful
Igloo II combines eﬀective and reliable protection with
an undeniable visual appeal. Each cover is designed
to harmoniously follow the contour of your pool, and
the wide choice of slat colours allows you to add an
additional touch of reﬁnement.
Igloo II, the best, and most beautiful, protection
available.

A simple, cleverly designed system
Igloo II is a Delta cover, designed and manufactured by
a market leader.

IGLOO II

Pure water

Become an ecocitizen

Igloo II covers have an opacity coeﬃcient that inhibits
photosynthesis and hence the growth of algae. Your pool
water is cleaner thus economising ﬁltration time and
water treatment products.

By keeping your pool clean and reducing ﬁltration time,
Igloo II saves on energy and on pool chemicals.

Temperate water
Igloo II shelters your pool against cool nights and cold
gusting winds. You can begin your pool season in early
spring and extend it into late Indian summers.

Because Igloo II reduces the quantity of water treatment
products necessary, it lessens your pool’s ecological impact
on the environment.
Lastly, as part of its overall environmental design, the
PVC that makes up your cover can be recycled. With
Igloo II, you get cutting edge technology and reduce your
environmental foot print.

With Delta, you can relax
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IGLOO II

6.09 m

1

12 m
Maximum dimensions

(steps included)

6.09 m x 12 m
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Seductive lines
With its low slung (44cm), proﬁled cover housing
made of anti-UV treated PVC, Igloo II shelters your
slat cover while seamlessly integrating into your
pool surroundings.
- Lateral protective casings for the bearing and the
reduction motor
- Works oﬀ a 230V mains supply
- Rolls up in just two minutes; pool 10 x 5 m.

Easy to use
A key operated switch, mounted near the
pool and out of reach of children, commands
operation of the slat cover while allowing the
user to keep an eye on the pool to be sure
that no-one is in the water while the cover is
moving.

Steps
Delta covers can be made to ﬁt straight steps,
roman steps, even free-form steps. Two type of
ﬁnish are available, stepped or smooth.

Stepped
ﬁnish

Shaped
ﬁnish

IGLOO II

44 cm

Igloo II,
the best protection available
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An exclusive anit-tilt mechanism
Like all Delta covers, Igloo II is ﬁtted with an anti deﬂection system that blocks
the slats, preventing them from tilting more than 15° towards the bottom. This
is the smallest angle of deﬂection achieved by any slat cover available on the
market. This confers an increased load bearing capacity on the cover and so,
better protection for you.

15°

1

Slat cover

An exclusive, patented anti-tilt mechanism.
To achieve the smallest angle of deﬂection
of any slat cover on the market.
To further enhance safety

Igloo II slats come in four diﬀerent
colours. Choose yours.
White, beige, Grey, Light Blue
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Delta Lock safety
fasteners
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Anodised aluminium axle,
Reinforced internal structure
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Aquamat motor
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3 Housing models

8 Delta Lock fastener colours are available:
Light blue, Dark blue, White, Caribbean
Green, Beige, Grey, Anthracite grey, Black.
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Protected against intermittant splashing,
ends of travels programmed electronically.

White

Beige

Stainless
steel fasteners

Grey
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Unique slat design
The best air volume/ slat thickness ratio
available on the market

Ultrasonically welded end
water tightness guaranteed.

plugs:

Beautiful down to the ﬁnest detail:
the end plug colours match the cover colours.
Igloo II covers are made of high quality PVC that
confers excellent strength, despite the thin air cell walls.

Some of the most important advantages oﬀered by
Iglo II covers are a result of this unique slat design;
a large volume of air trapped inside the minimum
amount of plastic.
The beneﬁt is three-fold:
- Firstly, the air volume/slat thickness ratio ensures
excellent cover buoyancy compared to other covers
with thicker slats, this increased buoyancy limits the
displacement and evacuation of water when the cover
is deployed.
- Furthermore, the slats are absolutely watertight,
water cannot enter the air cells. The air trapped inside
is thus static and dry, guaranteeing optimum thermal
insulation.
- Lastly, because the slat cover is extremely buoyant,
it has an excellent load bearing capacity and can easily
support the weight of a grown man.

The little ‘extras’ that make the diﬀerence
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Your pool, just as you imagined it...
Procopi Pool Systems is a software tool, available
exclusively from Procopi, that allows to preview and
customise your waterprooﬁng, your pool ﬁttings and
your automatic cover.
You have everything you need to create your dream
pool...
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- talkywalky.com (04/2014a)

Reduces evaporation from
indoor pools

Unrivalled know-how

Delta covers require little maintenance;
they are designed to stay clean.
When it comes to winterizing, Delta
facilitates your life even further: the
motor block on the motorised models
is very light and can be removed with
no tools in just a few seconds.

On indoor pools, the cover slats form
an eﬀective barrier that prevents
evaporation and subsequent
condensation on walls and windows.
This barrier also signiﬁcantly reduces
heat loss and generates cost savings.

With the Delta range, PROCOPI
oﬀers you years of experience along
with ultra-modern manufacturing
tools that, together, ensure perfectly
repeatable, strictly controlled, top
quality production methods.

Summer and winter, Delta, oﬀers
the best possible protection.

Dealer’s stamp

Legal information
All DELTA covers comply with the French standard
NF P 90-308 (May 2004 version concerning pool
protection) if all items comprising the cover are
supplied by Procopi.
Pool safety cover intended to deny children under ﬁve
access to the pool.
This cover is no substitute for common sense or
individual responsibility. Nor is it intended to replace
the vigilance of parents and/or responsible adults that
remains the key factor in ensuring the safety of young
children.

IGLOO II
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Maintenance made easy

